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Bonjour, friends! We are so pleased that you are interested in hosting your own Mrs. DeVine Event! 

Be sure to take some time to look through these complimentary instructions and materials to ensure that 

your soiree is a smashing success. In true Fancy Nancy fashion, you will be able to plan, throw, and enjoy a 

spectacular event by transforming an ordinary story hour into an extraordinary experience.

This guide contains everything you’ll need to introduce your event attendees to Fancy Nancy’s fabulous 

neighbor—Mrs. DeVine. Mrs. DeVine will share with your guests her special secrets for adding glamour  

into their lives, induct them into Fancy Nancy’s Explorer Extraordinaire Club, 

play games, and join them for refreshments. Everyone is going to have a très, 

très, très spectacular time!

We’ve included a list of suggested materials, costume ideas, and story-

hour props; an event checklist; a script for Mrs. DeVine; and reproducible 

invitations, name tags, and bookplates. Please use the guide and enclosed 

materials however you wish: To add just a bit of fanciness to your standard 

story-time routine or to go all out and host a truly fancified event. It’s entirely 

up to you! Enjoy and happy hosting!

HarperCollins Children’s Books 
Marketing Department
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Materials for you to print, photocopy,  
and distribute:

Reproducible event invitations

Reproducible name tags

Reproducible bookplates

Reproducible Fancy Bingo game boards and markers

Other:
 Avery Self-Adhesive Labels #5163  

(for name tags and bookplates)

Scissors

Markers

Tape or glue

 Pink and fuchsia decorations  

(streamers, sparkles, boas, beads, balloons, etc.)

Refreshments (juice and cookies) and paper goods

Mrs. Devine costume ideas:
White flip wig worn with (red) headband

Leopard-print cape

Crisp white shirt and cropped pants

Red pumps (or fabulous flats)

 Glamorous costume jewelry and accessories  

(earrings, rings, bracelets, sunglasses, scarf, etc.)

Painted nails (red color preferred)

Props for story time:
Fancy Nancy and the Posh Puppy

Fancy Nancy: Explorer Extraordinaire!

Magnifying glass

Set of maracas

 Puppy dog plush

Artificial leaves (including the Ginkgo leaf)

Artificial wildflowers

 Plastic insects (ants, flies, ladybugs, spiders)

Plastic butterflies

Stuffed baby robin
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 Event Invitations: ❏   Print out one sheet of invitations, fill in your event information, photocopy, cut along 

the dotted lines, and then distribute in the weeks leading up to your event. The more invitations you send, the 

more guests you will have!

 Name Tags: ❏   Print name tags (on Avery Self-Adhesive Labels #5163) for guests to fill out and wear during 

the event, so everyone can be friendlier (because there’s nothing fancier than being friendly!).

 Bookplates: ❏   Print out enough bookplates (on Avery Self-Adhesive Labels #5163) to give one to each guest 

as a memento of the day they met Mrs. DeVine.

  ❏ Fancy Bingo Game:  Photocopy enough Fancy Bingo game cards and marker sheets so that every player 

will have one of each. To save time the day of the event, set up the game cards ahead of time. Cut out the 

Fancy Bingo markers before the party and tape or glue the markers onto each Fancy Bingo game card. Be sure 

to make each card different!

  ❏ Decorations:  It’s not a party without decorations! Channel your inner Fancy Nancy and use pink, purple, 

and sparkly balloons, streamers, and anything else you can think of to dress up your party space.

  ❏ Snack Preparations:  If you are going to serve juice and cookies, purchase the items before your event, 

and set up in an area away from the space in which you intend to host the story hour. That way your young 

guests won’t be tempted to indulge (that’s fancy for eat) before snack time gets started.

 Gather Props and Other Materials:
 ❏

  Decide which props you want Mrs. DeVine to use during the 

story hour. Gather them, and keep them organized by placing and storing them in a fancy container 

(use a pink laundry basket that you’ve decorated with tulle or an inexpensive, colorful hat box).

  ❏ Mrs. DeVine Costume and Script:  Decide if you are going to follow the attached  

event script loosely or strictly. If you are going to follow it loosely, make sure you pick out  

which Fancy Nancy book you are going to read and choose which parts of the script  

your Mrs. DeVine should become familiar with. Either way, your next step is to choose 

an ensemble and accessories for Mrs. DeVine to wear. And remember, there is no  

such thing as too many accessories! Make sure your fabulous Mrs. DeVine is well  

prepped, dressed, and ready to greet all of your guests the day of the event.
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Mrs. DeVine Bio
The fabulous Mrs. DeVine is a lady in every sense of the 
word. She is a former ballroom-dance teacher. She is in 
her late sixties and spent her youth traveling all over the 
world. She is over-the-top but not in a snobby way, and 
she is very friendly to everybody.

Her current hobbies include tending to her enormous, 
overflowing garden filled with herbs, vegetables, and 
wildflowers, sipping homemade Ginkgo leaf tea (with 
her pinkie up), dressing up to walk her dog, Jewel, and 
doting on her young neighbor Nancy Clancy. With no 
children or grandchildren of her own, Mrs. DeVine 
thinks of the Clancy family as her own.

Since the Clancys moved in next door, Mrs. DeVine 
has taught Nancy all she knows about how to be fancy. 
Mrs. DeVine’s idea of fancy (thus Nancy’s) does not 
include diamonds or designer duds. She sees endless 
possibilities of glamour in the plain, everyday objects 
around her. She turns feather dusters into plumes, 
flowers into tiaras, adds sparkles to anything and 
everything, and decorates with tulle and lace.

Mrs. DeVine’s outlook is infectious, and when in her 
presence adults and children alike cannot help but sit 
a little straighter, walk a little taller, smile a little wider, 
and mimic her sophisticated vocabulary. Her appeal is 
not just due to the fact that she is outwardly beautiful 
but also because she recognizes that real fanciness 
does not simply depend on appearances but more on a 
genuine joie de vivre (which is fancy for having fun!). 
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Fancy Words
Here are some of Nancy’s favorite words, which Mrs. DeVine uses whenever she can to please her young friend. 
(The words in parentheses are words they would both avoid, due to plainness.)

Fuchsia (purple)

Plume (feather)

Stupendous, spectacular (great)

Chauffeur (driver)

Parfait (ice-cream sundae) 

Merci (thank you)

Dressing gown (bathrobe)

Ecstatic (happy)

Ensemble (clothes)

Excursion (trip)

Exhausted (tired)

Unique (one-of-a-kind)

Exquisite, gorgeous (beautiful)

Bonjour (hello)

Iridescent (shiny)

Thrilled (happy)

Oui, oui, oui (yes, yes, yes)

Extraordinary, exceptional (special)

Observe (watch)

Mature (grown up)

Antique (old)

Refreshments (snacks)

Petite (small)

Chic (fashionable)

Frantic (worried)

Darling (dear)

Ooh la la! (oh, my!)

Voilà! (ta da!)
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Model Answers to Some Anticipated Questions  
Guests May Ask Mrs. DeVine
There need not be a formal question-and-answer session at your event, but here are some suggested answers to some 
anticipated questions the guests may ask Mrs. DeVine.

Will you sign my book? 
I am so sorry, darling. But I am Fancy Nancy’s neighbor 
Mrs. DeVine. I did not write or illustrate the book—the 
fabulous Jane O’Connor wrote the book and the 
spectacular Robin Preiss Glasser illustrated it.

Where is Fancy Nancy? 
Nancy could not be here today because she has a very 
important ballet recital. So she asked me to come and talk 
to you and teach you how to be fancy. I don’t know if you 
know this, but I have given Nancy many tips on how to be 
fancy, and today I am here to share those secrets with you!

Where do you live? 
I live right next door to Nancy, whom I have known since 
she was a baby. Before that I traveled all over the world 
and lived in so many fabulous places. My favorite place 
that I lived in before I moved into the house next door to 
Nancy was Paris.

How did you become so fancy? 
In my ballroom-dancing days, we always wore fancy 
dresses. I just loved it! And wherever I traveled, I loved to 
find all sorts of elegant items from around the world. They 
always added pizzazz when I brought them home and 
made my house feel fancy!

What is your favorite book? 
Fancy Nancy and the Posh Puppy, of course, because I’m 
featured in it prominently!

How did you get here—do you really have that pink 
convertible Bug? 
Oh yes! I like the convertible because I get to enjoy the 
outdoors while driving.

Why are there always butterflies around you? 
I have an exquisite garden filled with herbs, vegetables, 
trees, and wildflowers that all attract butterflies. I am  
also always dressed in a butterfly-attracting ensemble 
(that is a fancy word for an outfit that butterflies want  
to be around). Don’t worry—later I will show you how to 
create your own butterfly-attracting ensemble.

Do you know Jane O’Connor and Robin Preiss Glasser? 
Actually, I’ve never met them, but I hope to make their 
acquaintance one day.

Where is your dog, Jewel? 
Jewel is actually at the beauty salon today. Every week she 
gets a day of puppy beauty. She gets a shampoo, blowout, 
and curl. She takes being a posh puppy très seriously.

What is your favorite fancy word? 
My favorite fancy word is darling. I just love calling my 
favorite people darling. Don’t you, darling?

What is Nancy’s little sister’s name? 
That’s a surprise! You’ll find out in one of Nancy’s 
upcoming books.
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Arrival/Registration
Mrs. DeVine is the hostess and should be near the front of the store (or event area) welcoming her guests. 
She should be poised, commanding, and friendly to the guests (think of your favorite teacher; not too loud or 
overpowering). She should greet her guests and comment on all of their finery and accessories with a big smile, 
queen waves, curtsies, and lots of greetings of “Hello, darling.”

With assistance from her helpers/store staff, Mrs. DeVine will distribute VIP passes (sticker name tags) and 
bookplates to each guest, if you choose to use them.

Story Time
Your Mrs. DeVine should use the script below.

Introduction/Posh Puppy Recap
Bonjour, everyone! I am Mrs. DeVine—Fancy Nancy’s next-door neighbor. Today is your lucky day! I am going 
to share with you everything that Nancy and I love about being fancy! During our time together I am also going 
to find out what you know about fanciness, because from what I can tell, you all know a thing or two about being 
fancy. Look how spectacular you all look! So put on your thinking tiaras, we are going to have a très, très, très 
spectacular time!

How many of you remember me from Fancy Nancy and the Posh Puppy?  
Yes—Jewel is my dog—the papillon (pronounced pappy-yawn) puppy.  
Do you remember what papillon is French for? Yes! It’s French for butterfly.

Nancy always helps me take care of Jewel. We take Jewel to the beauty salon and  
buy her new puppy ensembles. (What is ensemble the fancy word for? Yes, outfit.)  
Everybody stand up and show me your fancy, fancy outfits. Twirl those tutus,  
flutter those wings, wave those wands, tap those sparkly shoes.

You all remember the time Nancy brought Jewel home to puppysit, yes?  
While watching Jewel, Nancy learned that a petite puppy can get scared easily  
and very exhausted after only one round of fetch. (Does anyone know what  
exhausted is fancy for? Yes, darling! Exhausted is fancy for tired!)
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Introduction/Posh Puppy Recap (continued)

Nancy also learned that Jewel is the perfect dog for me but not for such an active and adventurous girl as herself. 
Nancy and her family decided to look at dogs at the animal shelter. As soon as they got there, Nancy found . . .  
[Hold up puppy dog plush] (And what is her name? Ooh la la! You are right!) Frenchy!

And Frenchy is the playful, smart, cuddly, and très posh puppy that is perfect for a girl like Nancy!

Reading of Fancy Nancy: Explorer Extraordinaire!
[Fancy Nancy: Explorer Extraordinaire! is not a traditional storybook and does not lend itself to a straight 
reading. The next section of the script should be followed; it contains passages from the book (modified 
from the original text to allow for it to be told in Mrs. DeVine’s voice), cues on what pages to show and  
props to hold up, and lots of questions and responses for Mrs. DeVine to interact with guests.]

Fancy Nancy’s newest adventure is Fancy Nancy: Explorer Extraordinaire! What fabulous words! Let’s all try  
saying them together. Explorer Extraordinaire. One more time: Explorer Extraordinaire. How wonderful. The  
word extraordinaire comes from the word extraordinary, meaning very, very, very special. Can you think of  
another word that means very, very, very special? [Examples: spectacular, exceptional, magnifique.]

Everyone knows what an explorer is, correct? (Oh, how extraordinary!) Explorers are très, très, très fancy! They  
look at the world around them, try to find new and exciting things, and try to see extraordinary things in the 
ordinary. Many explorers use a magnifying glass to get a closer look at the objects they discover. See how I use  
my magnifying glass? [Hold up magnifying glass and model how to use it: Grip with thumb and three  
fingers, with your pinkie sticking up in the air, and hold up to one eye.]

In Fancy Nancy: Explorer Extraordinaire! Nancy and her best friend, Bree, create 
an exclusive (that’s a fancy word for private) and glamorous club called the 
Explorer Extraordinaire Club, where they set out to explore the “wild” of their 
own backyards and my exquisite, exquisite garden. They collect leaves, inspect 
insects and flowers, bird-watch, and attract butterflies. [Hold up props as you 
list items: insects, flowers, bird, and butterflies.]

Fancy Nancy: Explorer Extraordinaire! has Nancy’s field notes (which is fancy for 
notebook), where she writes interesting facts about what she finds while exploring.
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Reading of Fancy Nancy: Explorer Extraordinaire! (continued)

[Show pages 4–5 and point out appropriate pictures.] What do you need in order to be part of Nancy and 
Bree’s Explorer Extraordinaire Club? Well, you absolutely cannot be in it without a long-sleeve shirt and pants, 
so bugs don’t bite you. A notebook and pen for your field notes so you can be just like Nancy by keeping notes 
on all of the interesting things you find. And a hat to keep the sun out of your eyes, of course. Some explorers 
also like to have a camera, glamorous sunglasses, lace gloves, magnifying glass, binoculars, and little maracas to 
shake when you feel like dancing. [Hold up maracas, stand, and shake.] Come on, everybody, stand up and 
shake, shake, shake!

[Show pages 6–7.] Look how exquisite the clubhouse is! Nancy decorated it with lots of pink and fuchsia. 
(What color is fuchsia fancy for? Yes, purple!) Anyone wearing fuchsia stand up! (Oh, you are all très chic! Okay, 
okay, sit down now and let’s get back to the Explorer Extraordinaire Club rules!)

Since the Explorer Extraordinaire Club is so spectacular, Nancy’s younger sister and Bree’s brother really want 
to join the club, but the older girls feel they are not mature enough. (Does anyone know what mature is a fancy 
word for? Oui, oui, oui! It is fancy for grown up!)

The reason only mature kids can be in the Explorer Extraordinaire Club is because there are six very important 
rules that must be followed!

[Show pages 8–9. Point to items on map when each is mentioned.] Rule #1 is: “Never go exploring 
outside the territory.” This is the territory map for the Explorer Extraordinaire Club. You must always map out 
your territory with a parent or guardian before you start exploring. Here is Bree’s house, Nancy’s house, the 
clubhouse, and right next door to the clubhouse is my house. I think they chose an exceptional place for their 
clubhouse, don’t you? Look, it is right next to my gorgeous garden filled 
with wildflowers, trees, and, most importantly, butterflies to flutter all around it!

[Show pages 10–11. Hold up plastic insects when each insect is mentioned.] 
Rule #2 is: “Bugs are not gross!” If you are going to be an explorer, you must like  
insects. (An insect is what a fancy explorer calls a bug.) Some of Nancy’s  
favorite insects are ants, flies, ladybugs, and spiders—and, of course, her  
favorite insects, and mine too, are butterflies! Who likes insects? (Oui, oui, oui,  
you are all going to make such stupendous explorers!)

Rule #3 is a very important rule. It is: “No touching; just looking!” That’s  
because there is nothing fancy about getting stung or bitten by an insect—and  
you never want to ruin a flower or plant! Here’s an interesting fact you may  
not know: Jewelweed is a cure for poison ivy! In fact, lots of wildflowers are used 
as medicine. Fascinating, don’t you think?
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Reading of Fancy Nancy: Explorer Extraordinaire! (continued)

[Show pages 16–17.] Rule #4 is: “Crying is not allowed—unless there is a very good reason.” Nancy’s sister and 
Bree’s brother broke this rule while fighting over a cookie. That is not a good reason for crying at all!

Rule #5 is my favorite because it is about butterflies: “Members of the Explorer Extraordinaire Club are not 
allowed to catch butterflies.” Because butterflies are very fragile. (What is fragile fancy for? Oh, you darlings are 
all brilliant! Yes, it means they get hurt easily.)

Many people don’t know that butterflies are insects because they are so pretty, but, yes, they are insects. Every 
butterfly starts as an egg that turns into a caterpillar. The caterpillar spins a cocoon around itself. The scientific 
name for this is chrysalis—Nancy and I both think the word chrysalis is so beautiful and fancy! After the 
chrysalis breaks open—voilà! We have a butterfly. (Since chrysalis is such a special word, let’s all say it together. 
Chrysalis, chrysalis.)

[Show pages 18–19.] I taught Nancy how to look for butterflies in my garden, which is the perfect spot because 
there are always so many fluttering around! I will teach you too, but first what was that rule about butterflies 
again? (Oui, never catch the butterflies. Sacrebleu! You are all so close to becoming part of Nancy’s club!)

To attract butterflies you must wear a hat with a squirt of perfume and bright, colorful clothes so the 
butterflies think you are a giant flower.

[Show pages 20–21.] Speaking of giant flowers, here is my spectacular garden. It’s 
filled with wildflowers, and sometimes weeds sprout up. Did you know that even 
though dandelions look like little yellow flowers, they’re actually weeds? Dandelion 
means “lion’s tooth.”

Uh-oh! Look what Nancy’s sister and Bree’s brother have done. [Hold up 
artificial wildflowers.] They picked flowers without asking moi. I am not 
mad at them, because they did not know the rule that they shouldn’t pick 
flowers without asking. But I don’t think they will do it again, do you?

[Show pages 26–27.] Ooh la la! The last rule. Rule #6 is: “Do not pull 
leaves off of trees.” Trees need leaves for food. You can find lots of leaves 
on the ground, just like Nancy and Bree did. [Hold up artificial leaves.] 
Nancy’s favorite leaf is the Ginkgo leaf. It is shaped like a fan.
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Reading of Fancy Nancy: Explorer Extraordinaire! (continued)

[Show pages 28–29.] While Nancy and Bree collect leaves, Nancy’s sister and Bree’s brother find something in 
the bushes! What do you think it could be? (My, what very observant guesses!)

Wow! Look, they have found a baby robin! [Hold up stuffed bird.]

[Show pages 30–31.] The baby robin fell from its nest! See how Nancy’s mom helped them put the baby robin 
back in its nest so it will be safe?

Now Nancy’s sister and Bree’s brother plead—what is plead fancy for? (Fantastic! It is fancy for beg.)

They plead for Nancy and Bree to let them become members of the Explorer Extraordinaire Club. And even 
though they broke some club rules, they did find the baby robin, which is très exciting. So Nancy and Bree take a 
vote . . . and what do you think happens?

[Show page 32.] Oui, oui, oui! Nancy and Bree finally let them into the Explorer Extraordinaire Club!

Since all of you know the rules now too and have shown me how spectacularly fancy you are, I am thrilled to 
welcome all of you into the Explorer Extraordinaire Club on behalf of Fancy Nancy!

Now let’s play some of Nancy’s favorite games.
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Game #1: Fancy Bingo!
Bingo game directions, cards, and markers provided as reproducibles (see pages toward end of booklet).

Game #2: Mrs. DeVine, May I?
A fancy twist on Mother, May I? Mrs. DeVine tells and models for guests the rules and the movements.

Directions:

 Have all of your guests line up across from Mrs. DeVine.1. 

  Mrs. Devine gives an instruction to each guest in turn, such as: 2. 
“Take one butterfly step and three twirls.”

  The guest must say the following: 3. 
“Mrs. DeVine, may I?”

 And then do as instructed by Mrs. DeVine.4. 

  If the guest forgets to say “Mrs. DeVine, may I?” or does not do the steps correctly, then he or she has to go back 5. 
to the beginning.

 The first guest to reach Mrs. DeVine wins!6. 

Movements:

Butterfly step (flap arms like wings)

Twirl (twirl around moving forward)

Boa bounce (jump forward waving boa)

Curtsy (curtsy, then step forward)

Good-bye/Snack Time
Now that you are all as fancy as can be, let’s  
enjoy some of Nancy’s favorite refreshments  
(that’s fancy for snacks)—juice and cookies.  
Remember, always drink with your pinkies up,  
darlings! And also remember that there is  
no such thing as being too fancy!

Au revoir and merci beaucoup!
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DeVine Invitations!
Use these invitations to let everyone know about your divine event. Simply fill in the details,  

photocopy, cut along the dotted lines, and distribute to as many people as you’d like.

!

YOU’RE INVITED
Place:

Date:

Time:

R.S.V.P.:

!

YOU’RE INVITED
Place:

Date:

Time:

R.S.V.P.:

to meet Mrs. DeVine, Fancy 
Nancy’s spectacular neighbor!

to meet Mrs. DeVine, Fancy 
Nancy’s spectacular neighbor!

Please come dressed in your fanciest clothes! • www.fancynancybooks.com

Please come dressed in your fanciest clothes! • www.fancynancybooks.com
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Baseball cap Camera Binoculars Lace gloves Magnifying glass

Sunglasses Maracas Ladybug Ant Spider

Teacup Caterpillar Butterfly Sun Moon

Fancy Bingo!
Directions:
1.  Photocopy the fancy pictures (below) and fancy bingo card (on the next page) and distribute 

one set of fancy pictures and one fancy bingo card to each player.  

2.  Have each player create his or her own fancy bingo card by cutting out the fancy pictures and 
taping favorites in the ten blank boxes on the fancy bingo card.  

3.  After all of the fancy bingo cards have been created, randomly point to each image and say what 
it is aloud. If a player has the matching image on their card, tell him or her to circle it.  

4.  The first player to circle 5 pictures in a row will call out, “I am Fancy!” and sing the FANCY song 
(lyrics on the next page) to win.  

! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !

Fancy Pictures
!
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Fancy Bingo Card

F A N C Y

When you circle 5 pictures in a row, yell, “I am Fancy!”  
and sing (to the tune of B-I-N-G-O):

I know a very fancy girl 
And Nancy is her name, oh

F-A-N-C-Y
F-A-N-C-Y
F-A-N-C-Y

And Nancy is her name, oh!
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Host Your Own

Suggested

Mrs. DeVine

Event


